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I absolutely LOVE this game! Every play through is so quick and concise, thus making it incredibly replayable. You play as
Rita, one of the six survivors of an airplane crash, and getting stuck on an island forces you all to find ways to survive together.

What can I say? Each character is unique and nuanced, and there are tons of different things you can find out about them from
subsequent playthroughs. I was pretty surprised by how much I didn't know a character until I went back and talked to them
more, as well as get them to tag along for the daily task of survival. This could range from foraging for food, exploring the crash
site for supplies, along with several ways to get off the island.

The combination of choices and outcomes seem almost limitless and you will find yourself wanting to explore the differences.
And not all of them can be waited on, as there are some choices you need to make under a timer. These of course could mean
life or death when your fellow survivors are about to be attacked by the island's wildlife. You'll be weighing your choices on
what secret (if any) alliances you'd like to make with one or more survivors, and who to favour in your quest to survive.

What I love about the playthroughs I've done by now is wondering who to save and who to let go of. Sometimes I feel cynical
and don't mind if someone dies, but then other times despite how inconvenient they can be, there are certain skills they posess
that can help our group progress if I had only let that one person eat!!!

Anyways, I highly suggest this game at either full price or discounted. You can't go wrong with it. If you like choose your own
adventure stories, this one has choices that matter and come up frequently!

Random sidenote: the soundtrack is BAWSS!!!. Many bugs and takes hundreds of clicks to get some of the hidden objects to
register. In some places it's impossible to proceed without script editing. Spirit altar, 3\/4 of screen black was blacked out,
couldn't place monkey head on altar (editing necessary) and the next section, the throne scene, same thing, 3\/4 screen black,
then after the mini game against Loki, the whole game locked up and refuses to finish. Frustrating rubbish.. This games great.
Great game, very interesting story. Apparently there is a 10th ending to the game also where you clip out of bounds while trying
to escape the prision and you fall into oblivion. I guess ideally that's the best ending since nothing further happens thus there was
only one victim.. A nice little surreal artsy adventure game with an aesthetic I personally enjoy. Find tapes, watch tapes,
experience surrealism in various ways, just relax and enjoy yourself.

Not much else to report. The puzzles can be a bit difficult at times, but if you get stuck trial and error can win the day. At a
gameplay standpoint the game does about well enough to point you in the right direction without actually telling you what to do.
Overall you'll be done in about two hours even if you decide to linger in the beautiful tape worlds. It's around long enough to
enjoy without passing the point of being outright tiring. If you're fine with what I've listed above and not expecting anything
more you'll enjoy Small Radios Big Televisions, otherwise it's a pass.. Community tracks no longer work, can't download them.
Probably wouldn't buy if I knew that before, but the game is fun anyway. You could at least remove tracks that you can't
download.. It's just not very much fun. It moves too fast and is over before it really starts with really no desire to replay. I know
for $5 I can't be expecting much. It also desperately needs an in-game quality setting, it looks really jaggy and low quality. Spot
on with the marketing though.. I definitely recommend this game if you like atmospheric and relaxing games. The ambience is
great and trippy. However it is very short. But still a nice game.. Well, as a person who is quite new to VR gaming I find this
game really well done.
There are literally tons of games on the market, who use bow based combat and only few of those deliver something unique.
Keep Defending is one of those unique ones.
First of all - great level design. First level is misleading, as you start on regular plain. But later on - you're on a cliff, or on a high
wall - defending gates.
The cool thing about it is that you can buy units to support you (and place them to particular limited spots). And those units can
be killed by baddies (or you - losing some precious score points).
You can change your position by buying teleportation points. Hitting one of those with an arrow will teleport you to it.
I've completed first three levels on my first playthrough and was covered with sweat and full of excitement.
Great responsive controls, nice voxel graphics, variety of enemies and levels. Totally worth it.
Cheers!. Maybe this game looks cool if you are learning how to make games.

From player's perspective this game is worse than Unity asset flips.
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Only thing I liked - that when you enter the city scene - you can see how part of level scenery falls to ground.
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Firstly, I'd like to say that the price the developer is asking for this title is astounding. The price of admission here is £15.99 for
which you will be granted access to two and half hours of boring, uninspired, simple puzzles while being forced to listen to the
headache inducing protagonist that just doesn't know when to shut up.

Pneuma: Breath of Life does have some nice visuals but that's about the only thing going for it. I purchased this game from
eBay UK for the grand total of £0.99 and I wouldn't recommend paying any more for it.. Great DLC, new missions and new
maps for skirmish mode \/ multiplayer.

the only flaw of the game is the lag when there are many troops on the map ... this problem MUST be fixed. I had this game
with spanish voices in my childhood, why did you take them away?

There are many games where you can choose the language in the game properties screen. why not Commandos? And there is
another posibility adding an Steam previus launch menu which let you choose some options like language (see Final Doom game
in Steam).

Yo tuve este juego en mi infancia y tenia voces en espa\u00f1ol. \u00bfpor qu\u00e9 se los sacaron?

Hay muchos juegos cuyo idioma puede elegirse en en las propiedades del juego en Steam. Tambien he visto que los
desarrolladores de videojuegos agregan un menu Steam al ejecutar el juego que te permite elegir algunas opciones. Commandos
deberia tener un menu asi para elegir el idioma.. Too bad the game's dead. Enjoyed playing it in alpha, beta and soft launch.
Now it's just a 30€ mask for Dead by Daylight.

UPDATE ON BLOODHARVEST:
I really tried liking the game. The fact that you can simply stand on a downed scavenger and execute him as a killer is just
stupid. The fun part, which is the chase, is what you want to avoid playing scavenger, cause once you go down, you get executed
and the round is over for you.
So either you get frustrated after getting executed or you hide and dont have fun at all.. Ignite is arcade racing game with
outdated graphics, FPS are dropping as hell, it lacks 1440p support, it's relatively easy (but you need to fight for your position
quiet hard sometimes) and it's fun. Fun! What else do you need from a game for 10 \u20ac?. Pant Pant Simulator 2005. What is
arguably one of the most gorgeous routes for Train Simulator, coupled with one of the easiest trains to drive in the game makes
this addon definitely worth picking up.

As many people have often said, Train Simulator is lacking in Japanese routes, an unusual predicament as the country itself is
full of varied and extremely busy routes in real life. Fortunately, this route and the trains which come with it have brought some
much-needed attention to this underused country in Train Simulator, and it is easy to tell that a lot of work has gone into this
product.

Firstly, let's talk trains. This addon comes with two, the JNR Class 103 and Class 105, both well-known workhorses of JR East's
services. While both are drivable, it's a bit of a shame that there are no Standard or Career Missions for it, although it is
perfectly usable in Free Drive on any electrified route - I had quite a bit of fun doing the run from Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin
in the 105!

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=838257639

Both the 103 and 105 are beautifully and accurately modelled and textured, giving the feel of the real train inside and out.
Japanese trains are known for their ability to both accelerate and come to a halt quickly, and this has been properly replicated in
this addon. If you're not watching the speedometer you can easily start speeding, although the simple 7-set series brake can
quickly bring your speed under control. Much like the Class 483 that comes with the Isle of Wight route, the 103 and 105 are
trains that you can get moving in seconds.

Now, on to the route itself. To say this route is varied is an understatement; You'll be travelling through dense urban areas one
minute, then through the lush and green countryside in the next. There seems to have been great attention to detail involved;
petals blow from the Sakura trees and a wide array of tree types stop the countryside from being too 'cookie-cutter' like some
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addon routes. Both lines are characterised by flat ground and small hills, and boy is it fun to gather some speed and comfortably
ride down a hill at 60 mph!

Finally, it's time for my thoughts on the career missions. As mentioned before, there are no missions for the Class 105, which is
a bit of a shame. However, the missions for the 103 balance this out sufficiently, although you have to be prepared to do some
micromanaging if you want to get the best scores. As is true in real life, the Japanese railways are known for their need to be as
on-time as possible, and for the unforgiving consequences that lateness will result in. Expect to be given a fair challenge, with
every missed second coming back to bite you. Even the easier missions require you to pull out of the station with seconds to
spare after loading up, and it is recommended that you be familiar with the train before giving the missions a go (although this
shouldn't take too much time, as mentioned earlier with how easy it is to master the 103 and 105.)

In conclusion, this addon is absolutely brilliant, and worthy of being in any user's library. While there are a few let-downs, such
as the absence of any missions for the 105, the bulk of the addon more than makes up for it. I wholeheartedly recommend that
you pick this up when you have the chance.
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